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About
 Oxygen is a registered nonpro�t association. It
  is located in Amman  and started  in  june  2015
 to promote social developmen and creative
 education in an nonformal methods, art
 expression tactics and international
cooperation.

 Oxygen works with children and youth from the
 age 10 to 30 years old. T he main purpose of
 this organization is to introduce the
 participants to exotic life experiences and
  opportunities where a space of comfort is
 found  to  express, develop  and  learn better
 perspective of life understandings. And also to
 support productive youth learning about
equality and peacefulnessin their community.

 We also encourage young people to be
 responsible for their societies needs. This is
 when Oxygen takes part to involve the youth in
 a nonformal education with an international
    cooperation.



Our Work
 We   work  on   raising
 awareness among young
 people  to  respect  the
 environment by
  recycling, renewable
 energy  and agricultural
 projects. This way we
 motivate them to value
 nature and to inspire
 other people around
them.

 Oxygen second goal is
 for children and young
 people to eknowledge
Art education and
brainstorming ideas.
 Expressing creative
 massages to be shared
 with the society through
 �lming, Art & crafts and
 workshops.  A hope for a
  brighter future away
 from stereotypes and
  bad habits  and instead
 self- development and
 positive atmosphere.

 Last but not least,
 Oxygen builds strong
 partnership with
 multiple organizations
 and movements from
around the world. We
 look forward to
 strengthen the
 relationships and bonds
 with particular nations.
 We can prove
 intercultural dialogue,
 gain and share experiences,
 develop techniques and
 methods of education,
 host and send coordinate
actions, youth exchanges,
 youth gathering and
Volunteering opportunities.



 We are a group of youth
 coming from different cities
 and varieties of
 backgrounds in Jordan,
 experienced with civil
 society and youth of action
 work,
 volunteerism,international
 and local cooperation,
 filming and art education,
 culture and lifestyle
experiences.

 We seek imagination in
 people’s life, opening new
 horizon, reaching beyond
 people’s expectations.
 From our past experience
 with many NGOs, we came
 upon many obstacles that
 encouraged us to improve
 ourselves by focusing on
 the roots of the problem to
 change society and to look
 for better ways of
 communication. we
 explored the lifestyle of
 youth organisations and

  supported many projects
 motivation to achieve their
 goals, we are aware of the
importance

 of acting as a community
 that respect its youth and
 prove better chances to
 develop communication
 and encourage the creative
 expression, support  self
 development and the
 interactive relation with
 environment for positive
society lifestyle.

Our Communi ty



CONTACT US

Oxygen  association
oxygen.asso@gmail.com
Moh'd Ali al Saadi st. , B.210
P.O.Box 911565, 11191 Amman, Jordan.
+962799464504
+962796012027
PIC : 926247569


